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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of Executive Committee 
Tuesday January 9, 1973 

11:30 A.M. 626 Campus Club 

Present: Professo~Robert Scott, Betty Robinett, Frank Ungar, 
Stephen Prager, Donald Rasmusson, Frederic McDuffie; 
Deans M. Harry Lease, Frank Boddy, Warren Ibele; 
Graduate Student Representatives, Mary Ebert, Julie 
Belle White, Dennis Jackson; Beverly Miller, Taewon 
Rno; Dean May Brodbeck, presiding; Shirley McDonald, 
secretary. 

1. Proposed Change in Designation of Graduate Major - from Biometry 
to Biometry and Health Information gdSJ!Iet't" ~is.\'E-""-S. 

The proposed designation will reflect the current program in that 
the systems analysis component, as well as traditional statistical 
inference usually associated with Biometry, will be identified to 
prospective students and employers. 

2. Graduate Program Review 

Dean Brodbeck met with Deans John Turnbull and Roger Page of the 
College of Liberal Arts recently to discuss the feasibility of 
joint undergraduate and graduate reviews of programs in the 
liberal arts. Combined reviews could provide useful information 
and avoid possible duplication of effort. Some different kinds 
of questions need to be considered in the study of undergraduate 
programs, but there are also some which are common to programs 
at both levels. Other collegiate deans have also indicated their 
wish for coordination, when feasible, among the various program
review activities. 

In the discussion by the Executive Committee, several points 
were made and a number of questions raised. Not all graduate 
majors coincide with departments; joint reviews of interdepart
mental degree programs would probably be complicated. How much 
time or duplication would be saved is another question. Reports 
of the graduate program reviews would be available and would be 
helpful to the undergraduate review. On the other hand, if out
side experts or agencies are coming to review either the graduate 
or undergraduate programs, a joint study should prove more econo
mical in time and expense. 

The extent of the undergraduate review should be clear also; many 
aspects of an all-encompassing departmental review would not 

There is a typographical error in the proposed designation. The word, "Sciences" 
should be "Systems." In addition, part of the item was omitted in the final 
draft. There should be added, "Following recommendation by the Health Sciences 
Policy and Review Committee, the Executive Committee approved the change in 
designation as proposed." 

The correction will be reported at the February meeting of the Executive 
Committee. 
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relate to a program review. How should the undergraduate program 
review be incorporated into a process which is geared to review
ing programs at the graduate level? Several Policy and Review 
Committees have developed criteria, set up procedures, selected 
programs, and appointed their internal committees. Some may be 
adverse to the idea of joint reviews because they are reluctant 
to overburden the members with additional work and responsibility. 

Dean Brodbeck said that the CLA Deans had suggested that a 
representative from the undergraduate program be appointed to 
the internal review committee; this person would assume the 
responsibility for gathering information and supervising the 
preparation of the report for the review of the undergraduate 
program. Separate reviewing committees probably could not 
accomplish what is intended by a joint study; there should be 
separate reports, however. 

Dean Turnbull will submit to Dean Brodbeck a list of questions 
indicating the kind of information CLA requires. This list 
should assist the CLA Policy and Review Committees in deciding 
whether a combined review is in fact practicable. In some 
cases it may simply be sufficient for the graduate-program 
review committees to share in a suitable form any part of the 
data it has collected which may be relevant to the undergraduate 
program-review. 

Dean Brodbeck suggested that the Policy and Review Committees 
work out procedures on an individual or ad hoc basis rather than 
attempt to set up guidelines or rules of procedure to apply to 
all combined reviews which might be considered feasible. 

The Executive Committee agreed, generally, that joint under
graduate and graduate reviews may be feasible in some fields and 
that they be considered if the collegiate deans and departments 
request them. It is expected, of course, that the primary 
function of graduate program review will not be hampered. No 
commitment to combined review should be made without thorough 
consideration of all ramifications by the Policy and Review 
Committee. 

As tentative decisions are made on the graduate programs to be 
reviewed, the dean will ask the collegiate deans involved for 
any useful information or suggestions they may have. A number 
of programs, particularly in the professional areas, are 
reviewed periodically by external agencies. Their reports, if 
they are available to us, may include much of the basic infor
mation required by the Graduate School reviewing committees 
and their findings and recommendations may also be useful. 
(The site-visit reports of federal agencies are not released, 
however.) 
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The internal reviewing committees include appropriate persons 
outside the fields being reviewed but the Task Force recommended 
(and the recommendation was accepted) that all programs be 
reviewed, also, by a panel of experts outside the University of 
Minnesota. Over a period of time this external review will be 
available to allfields as a part of the process. 

The reports will go first to the graduate faculty in the field 
reviewed for comment and possible rebuttal which will become a 
part of the reports. They will then be circulated to the 
collegiate and graduate deans and other appropriate persons. 
Dean Brodbeck emphasized that care should be taken in writing 
up reports to preserve the anonymity of individuals. 

3. Nominations to the Graduate Faculty 

The Health Sciences Policy and Review Committee suggested that 
the A-3 and B nominations to the Graduate Faculty be processed 
by the Unit Committees. The Units are structured more closely 
to the individual fields and would be better informed about 
all of the nominees. 

Dean Brodbeck opened the disucssion with the suggestion that 
the decision rest with the individual Policy and Review Commit
tees and the associated Units. Some of the Policy and Review 
Committee members believe that matters of policy are often 
involved with nominations at the advising levels and would, 
for this reason, wish to retain this responsibility. 

Subcommittees of several Policy and Review Committees do a 
complete review of the nominations and make positive recommenda
tions on those with no problems; the others are brought before 
the full Committee for discussion and a decision. This proce
dure works well and might be adopted by the Units if the change 
is to be made. 

While the Units may have more information about the individuals 
being considered, it might be useful to have their recommenda
tions on the A-3 and B nominations come to the Policy and Review 
Committees for final committee action because of their broader 
representation. It was brought out that there is no student 
representation on the Unit Committees because these committees 
work with individual student programs and related matters. How 
can student input at the A-3 and B reviews be accomplished? 
Dean Brodbeck suggested that student input might better come 
at the time of departmental recommendation -- it is really too 
late by the time the nominations come before the reviewing 
committees. There was some agreement that student input would 
be more effective at the time the request is initiated by the 
department and the Graduate Faculty nomination form should contain 
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some reference to student participation. A question was raised 
about the extent of "unofficial" advising of graduate students. 
Persons with an expertise in a particular area, but who do not 
yet meet the criteria for appointment at an advising level, may 
be called upon to work with a student whose interest is in the 
same area. The student's "official" adviser will ask the other 
faculty member to serve as a co-adviser. Both endorse the 

·-

program and thesis subject and will usually co-chair the examina
tion. The Graduate School will attempt to get a reading on the 
extent to which this procedure is used. In conclusion, it was 
decided that the Policy and Review Committees discuss the question 
further and indicate their preference to Dean Brodbeck. 

4. University Grading System 

When the new University grading system was established, the 
Graduate School adopted an interim policy pending a deeper review 
of the system. Dean Brodbeck informed the Executive Committee 
that she will appoint a subcommittee to study the plan and 
recommend a suitable policy for the Graduate School. The member
ship will be announced in a memorandum to be sent out shortly. 

5. Proposed Doctor of Arts Degree 

The proposal is currently under discussion on the Policy and 
Review Committees. The item will be carried forward. 

6. Optimal Size of the Policy and Review Committees 

The Plant and Animal Sciences Policy and Review Committee has 
raised the question of the size of the Policy and Review Committees; 
the majority of its members believes that their committee is too 
large to operate efficiently. The membership could be reduced along 
Unit Committee lines, if the faculties involved approve. One re
presentative for an area of programs could handle the broader 
questions which fall to the Policy and Review Committees. The 
Unit Committees represent most fields and there should be no 
problem of communication between them and the Policy and Review 
Committees and measures could be taken to keep the departments 
informed. 

If the membership is reduced and with the nGrmal turnover from 
year to year, the function of on-going program review may be 
affected because of the increased work load for the internal 
reviewing committees. This problem might be handled by reaching 
out into the faculty for persons most appropriate to assist in 
the reviews. Large committees often have a problem of attendance 
and continuity can be lost because the same members are not able 
to attend every meeting. 
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Perhaps some experience with the program reviews will provide 
direction for the physical makeup of the Policy and Review 
Committees but the membership for a new year should be complete 
before that year begins and the faculty who will serve during 
the summer must be identified. 

Dean Brodbeck asked the Policy and Review committees to discuss 
the present committee structure and any recommended changes 
should be communicated to her so that they can be brought before 
the Executive Committee no later than the May meeting. 

7. Graduate Student Grievance Committee 

Dean Boddy reported for Dean Ibele, chairman of the Graduate 
Student Grievance Committee. The committee has been constituted 
and has met. It is hoped that most grievances can be settled 
by procedures existing within the departments. If not, students 
may approach any of the Graduate School Deans for counsel. If 
the grievances still are not resolved, the full committee can 
meet with the student. 

The Executive Committee agreed that the Grievance Committee's 
recommendations go to the Graduate School Dean for final action. 

8. Clarification of Thesis Proposal Requirements 

During the November meeting of the Directors of Graduate Study, 
questions were raised about the purpose and need for the thesis 
proposal required of all Ph.D. students. Professor Rasmusson 
asked that a clarifying statement be considered by the Executive 
Committee. He pointed out that although the thesis statement 
is short, it does provide an opportunity for a limited quality 
judgment about the thesis and is useful to the Unit Committees 
in assigning the final oral examining committee. 

There was some discussion about the thesis committee's role and 
the timing of the dissertation. All too often, the students are 
far enough along with the research and the writing so that a 
negative judgment by the readers would result in an awkward 
situation. The committees aren't appointed until the Ph.D. 
topics and statements have been reviewed and recommended by 
the Unit Committees. A considerable number of students submit 
the Thesis Topic late and there may be several reasons for 
this. For example, some will finish a major portion of the 
thesis before taking the preliminary oral examination, thus 
reducing the number of quarters of continuous registration. 
The Graduate School will try to determine where and why some 
of these delays occur. 
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Dean Brodbeck will prepare a clarifying statement about the 
thesis proposal requirement which will be brought to the 
Executive Committee. 

9. A Proposal that all Minor and/or Related Fields Requirements 
be Abolished for all Graduate Degrees 

This proposal, from some of the faculty from the Department of 
Anthropology, is before the Social Sciences Policy and Review 
Committee. 

10. A Request for Reinterpretation of the Term Major as it applies 
to Secondary Education Master's Programs 

This proposal has been referred to the Education-Psychology 
Policy and Review Committee. 

11. Minnesota Higher Educational Coordinating Commission 

Dean Boddy, who is on the Curriculum Advisory Committee of the 
HECC, will report on some of the current and proposed activities 
of the Commission at the February 13 Executive Committee meeting. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

January 15, 1973 

Respectfully submitted, 

Shirley A. McDonald 
Secretary 
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UNIVERSITY o.:JV(inn.esota 

Ofl";e of the Detm 

Professor Eugene A. Johneon 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Division of Biometry 
1226 Mayo 

Dear Professor Johnson: 

GRADUATE SCHOOL • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 154115 

January 23, 1973 

I write to inform you that the proposed change in delignation for the 
major from Biometry to Biometry and Health Information Syetem. was 
approved by the Executive Committee at the January 9, 1973 meeting • 

I am eorry about the typographical error tn the new deeignatlon, as 
reproduced in the minutes of that meeting. A portion of the minute 
wa1 also omitted when the final draft wa1 typed. There lhould be added, 
·~ollowlng recommendation by the Health Sciences Policy and Review 
Ca.mittee, the Executive Committee approved the change in de8ignatlon 
as proposed." 

These corrections will be reported at the February 13, 1973 meeting of 
the Executive Committee • 

Sincerely yours, 

Shirley A. McDonald 
Principal Executive Secretary 

cc: Prof. Frank Ungar, chairman Uealth Sciences 
Policy and Review Committee. 
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UNIVl!BS11'Y o.:.Jv!inne.s-om 

Pnf .. aor Buaene A. Johuea 
Dtnoior of Graduate 8tudtea 
Dl"ri.aiOD of BlOMt!'y 
12'26 Mayo 

Dear Profaaaor Johuoa: 

GBA.DUA.TE SCHOOL • MINNEA.POLIS. MINNESOTA. II·UI 

Jaauary 23. 1973 

I wr:tte to tafona JOU that tbe pnpoae4 chaap ill de•taaatloa for tbe 
ujor·. ft• Bl-tt7 to ll .. ,W,: ad aulth Iafo.-atf.OD IJit.l VU 
approw4 bJ the Executiw ce-itt .. at the Jaua17 9, 1973 ••tlaa. 

I • lorry about the typopaphloal ertc* ta tbe aw deatpatlon, •• 
.,..,.._.. in the. ld.auta ~o'! •• .lllllettaa. A ,.tloa of the llf.aute 
•• alao oalttM vbea'' tllle. ftaal..,_ •• t1fecl.. "'*" alloulcl be addecl, 
''rols.naa reoo•"'*'•ttoD b7 .... ~~. ac.thCiea P•U.e' aDtt Reriw 
eo.IU:tee, the Bnoattw c--.n. _,...,..the oa.ap in ••tauatlon 
u propoaed." 

Theae oornotloaa will be repol'• at th.,f.I'Uary 13, 1973 Mattaa of 
the lxecutlve Ca..itt... · 

lhlrleJ A. MeDoaalcl 
Prtaotpal IICRattve Secretary 

oc: Prof. rraak Uqar, ohatn,Mm -IN !ttl 8oleeea 
· Polley aDd Rft.i,w .. o-ttue. 
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UNIVERSITY o.:Jr!innesom NOV 1 0 '1972 

OJWa Of TH£ OfAN 

DIVISION OF BIOMETRY 
\ 

lUG MAYO MEMORIAL BUILDING • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 
\ 

November 8, 1972 

MEMO TO: Dean Brodbeck 

FROM: E. A. Johnson, Director of 

SUBJECT: Change of Name for Program 

PHONE 373-8042 • AREA CODE 812 

/c.)1AA-'"- t'l Jc£v?---
Gra~u~e St{d .. ies in Biometry 

J : 
' ' 

in Biometry 

The graduate faculty in Biometry has decided, by formal vote, to initiate 
a request for a change in the name of our graduate program. We would like 
the program title to be 

·--- • ·' •J""-

~iomet~y and Health Information Systems. 

The health disciplines have been changing dramatically during the last few 
years. Particular attention has been given to systems analysis. The systems 
design includes administrative, computer hardware and software, and medical 
service concepts. 

Our staff interest and our student desire for course content has adjusted to 
accOmmodate these new areas of study. We have organized courses and research 
projects which deal with systems analysis and computer applications per se 
as well as the relationship of these topics to the traditional statistical 
inference and measurement problems usually associated with Biometry. 

We feel that we should let prospective students know of the added dimension 
of our program and we feel that graduating students would like prospective 
employers to know. The first step in this direction is a name change which 
reflects more accurately the actual present status of our program. 

1 This is a formal request to change the name of the program as indicated. 
Dr. Ackerman of the Biometry faculty has already talked briefly with Dean 
Hein concerning thfs request. Dr. Rein suggested that a memo such as this 
would be the proper starting point. If there are any additional facts 
desired please let me know. 

cc: Dean He in 
Dr. Ackerman 
Dr. Kjelsberg 

EAJ/es 

.. HEALTH SCIE:'IiCES 
' ' SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
.'GRADUATE SCHOOL 

HEALTH SCIENCES POLICY AND REVIEW COHMITTEE 

Minutes of the December~ __ J-972 meeting 
3:30 p.m. 555 Diehl Hall 

Members Faculty: G. Eric Bauer (visiting), Nathan Lifson, Robert Hyatt for 
present: Frederic C. McDuffie, Barbara Redman, Burton Shapiro, Morris Smithberg, 

Edward G. Rippie for E. John Staba, Frank Ungar (presiding), Dennis W. 
Watson, Vernon E. Weckwerth, Raimunds Zemjanis; Students: George Reed, 
Martha Young; Dean May Brodbeck; Taewon H. Rno, secretary. 

Dean Brodbeck was introduced to the committee. 

I. Change of Name for Program in Biometry ' 

The request to change the name from Biometry to Biometry and Health Informa
tion Systems was made to reflect more accurately the actual present status of the 
Biometry program and to let prospective students as well as employers for graduates 
know of the added dimension of the program. There was a comment that there might 
be a name better indicating the content of the program. Prof. Watson, however, 
moved approval, assuming the proposed name as the department's best choice. The 
motion was carried. There was one dissenting vote. 
·--------------------------·----·-"··~··-··--· 

IlL Nominations to Graduate Faculty 

Following Prof. Shapiro's report on the Subcommittee's recommendations, the II nominations were reviewed by the committee members, and the following were approved. 

HLli Prof. John A. Thompson A3 Hedicinal Chemistry 

t:jq,,_ Prof. Floyd K. Garetz A3 Psychiatry 
Prof. Charles D. Gibson A3 Veterinary Obstetrics & 

Gynecology 
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·.Prof. Richard H. Schultz B Veterinary Obstetrics & 
Gynecology 

Prof. Robert K. Lindorfer B Microbiology 

Prof. Shapiro raised a question as to whether unit committees could handle 
·A3 and B nominations since they would be in a position to have more information 
about individual faculty than would the P&R Committee. There was a suggestion 
that the Academic Promotions Committee review these, but Prof. Weckwerth commented 
that academic rank is not necessarily related to graduate faculty. Prof. Ungar 
thought that unit committees would be appropriate to undertake the review of A3 and 
B nominations. Dean Brodbeck will bring up the matter to the December 12 meeting 
of the Executive Committee. 

III. Representation of ~layo Graduate Faculty in the Health Sciences P&R Committee 

Prof. Hyatt reported that the Hayo Unit Co::nnittee had had its first meetin"" 
mainly to get members acquainted with each other·~ Hayo programs often parallel 
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